Anatomical organization of motoneurons and interneurons in the mudpuppy (Necturus maculosus) brachial spinal cord: the neural substrate for central pattern generation.
The isolated brachial spinal cord of the mudpuppy is useful for studies of neural networks underlying forelimb locomotion, but information about its anatomy is scarce. We addressed this issue by combining retrograde labeling with fluorescent tracers and confocal microscopy. Remarkably, the central region of gray matter was aneural and contained only a tenuous meshwork of glial fibers and large extracellular spaces. Somata of motoneurons (MNs) and interneurons (INs), labeled retrogradely from ventral roots or axons in the ventro-lateral funiculus, respectively, were confined within a gray neuropil layer abutting the white matter borders, while their dendrites projected widely throughout the white matter. A considerable fraction of labeled INs was found contralaterally with axons crossing beneath a thick layer of ependyma surrounding the central canal. Dorsal roots (DRs) produced dense presynaptic arbors within a restricted dorsal region containing afferent terminations, within which dorsally directed MN and IN dendrites mingled with dense collections of synaptic boutons. Our data suggest that a major fraction of synaptic interactions takes place within the white matter. This study provides a detailed foundation for electrophysiological experiments aimed at elucidating the neural circuits involved in locomotor pattern generation.